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Abstract
Social Customer Relationship Management (SCRM) is about people and relationships and demands a customer
focus. This study investigates how Social Media (SM) has become an undeniable influence on customer care. The
purpose of this paper is to explore how engaging customers through social communities are having far-reaching
effects on customer loyalty. Goldman (2011) highlighted that the powerful reach of SM is enabling loyalty
marketers to extend their mastery of dialogue with customers achieving trialogue. Evans (2011) stated that
marketers are exerting their efforts to understand Facebook, Twitter and blogging to get the rest of their firms
aligned with their SM programs. The study was conducted using quality content analysis procedure of the web
surveys, interviews, and case studies. This study examined three main questions: (1) how companies can leverage
SM to strengthen customer care (2) how SM channels enhances customer loyalty (3) what are the managerial
and profit implications of these findings for managers and researchers.

Keywords: Social Media, Social Customer Relationship Management, Customer Care, Customer Loyalty,
Customer Satisfaction, Customer Choice, and Consumer Behavior.
1.0 Introduction
Early adopters are gaining real economic value from their investments in SM. Barry et al (2011) stated that
customers who engage with companies over SM are more loyal and they spend up to 40 percent more with those
companies than other customers. Ang (2011) highlighted that SM is now a game changer in the marketplace
because millions of users have become enamored with this new medium. The growth of SM is phenomenal. The
most popular SM is Facebook. In the space of 7 years, Facebook has grown to more than 800 million users (and
climbing), with more users outside the United States (70 per cent) than inside. If Facebook were to be a country, it
will be the third largest, after China and India. It is also predicted that the usage of SM for marketing in the
United States will grow from $ 716 million in 2009 to $ 31 billion by 2014. However, despite the growth,
managers are still uncertain as to how SM can be used in marketing, some dismissing it as more hype than reality.
This is because managers are not sure how to monetize SM.
More specifically, this study examined the relationship between SM, customer care and customer loyalty.
Marketers are working in challenging times. Never before have we beenable to get so close to customers and
engage with them in such a timely andrelevant manner. Harnessed with customer relationship management,
SMcan deliver financial benefits to companies no matter what sector. The benefits are Centered around increasing
‘customer insight and engagement’ and are not peripheralbut fundamental to driving business performance
particularly customer care and loyalty. Financial benefits apply across the customer life cycle, in acquisition,
retention, value development and managing cost to serve. In addition, social customer relationship management
(SCRM) can deliver insight, which will help drive real customer centric innovation. Woodcock et al (2011)
reported that the knowledge gained on customer behavior, attitudes and mood will help drive benefits throughout
the value chain (Figure 1) impacting on suppliers (for example, forecasting demand) and intermediaries (for
example, shaping in-store promotions).
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Despite the growth in SM, managers are still unclear as to how it can be used to benefit their organizations
particularly in the area of customer care and loyalty. Part of the problem stems from confusing customers with
online community members through the popularization of the term ‘social customer relationship management’
(Social CRM). This term is a misnomer because online community members are not necessarily customers of the
organization. A better term is community relationship management (CoRM) because it more accurately reflects
(Figure 2) what people does in online communities – connect, converse, createand collaborate.
Getting closer to customers is a top priority for CEOs, according to the IBM 2010 CEO Study. Companies are
vigorously building SM programs to do just this. However, are customers enthusiastic about firms brand loyalty
using SM? Most customers do not engage with companies via SM simply to feel connected. To successfully
exploit the potential of SM, companies need to design experiences that deliver tangible value in return for
customers’ time, attention, endorsement and loyalty. With the worldwide explosion of SM usage, companies are
feeling extreme pressure to engage where their customers are paying attention to benefits. Baird and Parasnis
(2011) reported that this hub of customer activity is increasingly virtual, located inside a SM or social networking
site. Clearly, this is where customers are congregating and businesses want to be. SM holds enormous potential
for companies to get closer to customers and, by doing so, facilitate increased revenue, cost reduction and
efficiencies. As might be expected, ourfindings indicate SM initiatives are quickly springing up across
organizations. Barry et al (2011) reported that more than 60 percent of Internet-connected individuals in the US
now engage on SM platforms every day. The speed and access to information that they’ve come to appreciate has
made them more demanding customers. For example, many now expect real-time customer service recovery and
quick responses to their online feedback. Hyper-connected individuals regularly broadcast their opinions. And
they rely on their friends and social networks for news, reviews and recommendations for products and
businesses. SM leaders understand and appreciate the magnitude of the shift in customer empowerment and the
opportunities and risks that these tools create. As a result, they approach their SM efforts differently.
Companies keenly aware of this global SM phenomenon, are feeling intensepressure to get in on the action.
Nearly 70 percent of executives say their companies will beperceived as ‘‘out of touch’’ if they don’t engage, and
over half believe their competition issuccessfully reaching customers through SM. Not surprisingly, their rush
toembrace social networking sites has mirrored consumers’ adoption, with 79 percentclaiming a profile or
presence on a social networking site (Figure 3), and over half use media sharing and micro-blogging sites.
Many companies struggle to calculate an ROI on their investment in SM. Barry et al (2011) reported that without
confidence in clear returns, have difficulty securing the funds needed to scale their efforts. Companies that most
successfully make the business case for SM use a two-pronged approach: First, they set clear business objectives
for using SM at each step across the customer corridor. They run small, contained pilots, carefully tracking
returns to demonstrate whether further investment is warranted. For example, if the objective is to generate leads,
the same metrics and measures used to assess the effectiveness of other marketing vehicles can be deployed to
gauge the success of a SM pilot campaign. If the objective is to boost customer service, the effectiveness can be
measured by service resolutions, relative cost and productivity, call avoidance and the ratios of detractors
converted to promoters.
Second, companies further build the case by considering the broader value of SM.
They articulate the value of engaging their customers where they are increasingly spending time and consider the
real business value that authentic engagement can create. Again, customers who engage with companies over SM
are more loyal and they spend 20 percent to 40 percent more with those companies than other customers do. SM
platforms are becoming increasingly important for companies to engage with, delight and retain their best
customers.
However, using SM as a channel for customer engagement raises interestingchallenges for traditional customer
relationship management (CRM) approaches. Baird and Parasnis (2011) reported that CRM strategy, enabled by
processes and technologies, is designed to manage customer relationships as a means for extracting the greatest
value from customers over the lifetime of the relationship. These strategies typically concentrate on the
operational responses required to manage the customer care. With SM, though, companies are no longer in control
of the relationship.
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Instead, customers and their highly influential virtual networks are now driving the conversation, which can trump
a company’s marketing, sales, service and loyalty program with their unprecedented immediacy and reach. The
aim of this study is to explore the connectivity, conversations, content creation, collaboration and engaging
customer metrics based on web surveys, interviews, and case studies of how companies use SM to manage and
convert SM users to customers.

2.0 Study Methodology
Brand reputation is often determined by a customer's last experience with a company or its products. If customers
have an exceptional experience, they will likely share it with their friends, family, and colleagues. The same holds
true for a poor customer experience. Myron (2012) reported that organizations must regularly create positive—
even exceptional—customer experiences.
Following the goals of the study, this research is built on previous works of Hutton and Fosdick (2011); Ang
(2011); Baird and Parasnis (2011); Valentini et al (2011); Woodcock et al (2011); Barry et al, (2011); Moran and
Gossieaux (2010); Barnes (2009) using the quality content analysis procedure of the web surveys, interviews and
the case studies.
A survey of more than 3,000 consumers conducted by Barry et al (2011) of Bain and Company helped to identify
what makes SM effective. This survey found that customers who engage with companies over SM spend 20
percent to 40 percent more money with those companies than other customers (Figure 4). They also demonstrate a
deeper emotional commitment to the companies, granting them an average 33 points higher Net Promoter Score
(NPS), a common measure of customer loyalty.
In October 2010, Baird and Parasnis (2011) conducted two online surveys:
The first was completed by 1,056 consumers in the United States, Canada, the United Kingdom, France,
Germany, India, China, Australia and Brazil. Participants represented a distribution of ages among Generation Y,
Generation X and Baby Boomers, with annual household incomes from US$25,000 to more than US$100,000.
The second survey went to 351 business executives in the same countries (except Canada). Executives represented
companies from the following sectors: Distribution, Communications, Financial Services, Industrial and Public
Sector/Healthcare. In addition, to capture qualitative data from executives responsible for SM programs, 17
interviews were conducted in the United States and the United Kingdom. In partnership with Oxford Economics,
a Social CRM blog was established to solicit feedback on Social CRM topics from SM and CRM specialists and
other interested individuals.
Woodcock et al (2011) reported that in an interview with Advertising Age in April 2010, P & G Chairman-CEO
Bob McDonald said that what made P & G successful in the past will not make them successful in the future. He
wants to avoid the trap of leaning too heavily on the company’s marketing legacy and ‘it is one thing that keeps
him up at night ’. Increased focus on digital marketing, he said, is one of the keys to P & G’s strategy to remain a
leading marketer. ‘Any medium that helps us create a one on one relationship with any consumers is what we
want to do an end point of marketing (or at least on the journey) is a 121 relationship with any consumer.
Digital allows that relationship. I want a one on one relationship with 7bn people … where we can customize the
offering ’. David Hornik reported that P & G’s explicit goal for 2010 is to assure that each of its brands has a
meaningful presence on Facebook, as an advertising platform and a brand destination, and they are willing to pay
dearly for that and while P & G’s thought leaders expressed some skepticism about the efficacy of Facebook s
‘engagement ads ’, they certainly view Facebook as a must have for digital advertising and brand building. They
did not quantify what they are paying for that exposure, but it is quite clear that the numbers are very big.
Moran and Gossieaux (2010) in conjunction with the Society for New Communications research conducted "The
Tribalization of Business Study" ("Tribalization") in 2008 and 2009. The study is composed of a survey and
telephone interviews. The tribalization examined three factors:
• How organizations are establishing (or sponsoring) online communities;
• How the sponsoring companies measure success;
• How these organizations use their interaction with the communities to improve marketing and other business
processes.
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The communities studied range in size from fewer than 100 members to more than 1 million members, and
revenues of the sponsoring companies range from less than $1 million to more than $40 billion. Woodcock et al
(2011) reported that at the WFA / RVD Global Advertiser Conference in April 2010, Adidas described how they
recruited 200,000 fans to Facebook from one short campaign. Their spokesman said this would generate an
incremental £ 13.2 m in annual revenue. That equates to 65 GBP per consumer per year. Leveraging customer
engagement and bringing the power of multiple brands together into umbrella marketing efforts will be an
important benefit for brand groups. In an interview with Advertising Age, Global Brand-Building Officer Marc
Pritchard said P & G appears to have had a better return on investment from its corporate branding effort around
the Winter Olympics than from many individual brand efforts.
Barnes (2009) research respondents were asked how often they use SM to learn about the customer care offered
when considering a purchase. More than 70 percent reported that they engage in the pre-purchase behavior
(Figure 5) at least sometimes. Nineteen percent of respondents rarely use SM to learn about customer care and 9
percent never do.
Barnes (2009) research indicates that there is a growing group of highly desirable consumers: 25-55 year olds,
college-educated, earning $100,000+, a very powerful group in terms of buying behavior. These most savvy and
sought after consumers are using SM to research companies. They will not support companies with poor customer
care reputations, and finally, they will talk about all of this openly with others via multiple online vehicles. This
research should serve as a wake-up call to companies to---listen, respond and improve.

3.0 Case Studies
3.1 Cold Stone Creamery
Baird and Parasnis (2011) reported that the Cold Stone Creamery’s eGift program on Facebook is an excellent
example of social commerce that optimizes the unique community aspect of social networking by enabling
followers to send tangible gifts to friends. Cold Stone Creamery, an ice cream franchiser with 1,500 locations in
16 countries, wanted to find a creative way to engage followers with a valued offering and, at the same time, drive
a measurable impact on in-store sales. From Cold Stone’s Facebook page, customers select one or more friends to
send gifts to, choose the product they would like their friends to receive, add a personal message and proceed
through the security-rich checkout process. Recipients get a Facebook message ore-mail with the eGift and its
associated redemption code. Following the instructions provided, recipients can redeem their treat and customize
its flavor in any US Cold Stone store location. The results are impressive. Cold Stone linked SM interaction with
concrete consumer behavior patterns to increase profitability. They monetized their Facebook presence by
facilitating a fun, easy way for followers to send small treats to friends – something they believed their customers
would value. They were right – within weeks, eGift added thousands of dollars in incremental sales to
franchisees.
3.2 American Express - Small Business Saturday
Baird and Parasnis (2011) reported that American Express has two groups it wants to please: member card holders
and merchants. In anticipation of the busiest shopping weekend in the United States, American Express launched
Small Business Saturday, a program targeted at consumers to get them to patronize local small businesses. This
clever campaign tapped into consumers’ desire for discounts and their concern for their communities’ economic
wellbeing. At the same time, it provided support to small business clients during the peak shopping season.
Users on Facebook were encouraged to support the campaign by clicking the Facebook ‘‘like’’ button declaring,
‘‘I’m in!’’ and sharing their endorsement with all their Facebook friends. To advance the viral spread of the
campaign, for each ‘‘like,’’ American Express donated a dollar to a popular charity, Girls Inc. This charity
donation was a significant incentive. Without having to provide personal information to engage, anyone could
‘‘like’’ the campaign and spread the word. Even on-card holders could click, key to creating affinity among
people who aren’t customers – yet.
On the program’s Facebook page, customers and businesses could interact with ‘‘Shout Outs,’’ and card holders
could sign up to receive a US$25 credit as a reward for using their American Express Card at small businesses.
American Express raised US$1 million for charity, extended the $25credit offer to the end of the year and
encouraged fans to participate in polls about their experience.
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4.0 Analysis
Barry et al (2011) highlighted that as social networking services such as Facebook and Twitter broke loose on the
mainstream business scene, the majority of companies stood on the sidelines trying to make sense of it all.
Despite the proliferation of corporate Facebook pages and Twitter accounts during the last couple of years, most
businesses still effectively remain on the sidelines. The gap between the early adopters and those waiting to take
the plunge has actually widened. While the average billion-dollar company spends $750,000 a year on SM,
according to Bain & Company analysis, some early adopters such as Dell, Wal-Mart, Starbucks, JetBlue and
American Express invest significantly more. In some instances, the investment is tens of millions of dollars. Who
is right—the early adopters or the companies still waiting it out?
Research conducted by Barry et al (2011) also shows that several early adopters have captured real economic
value from their investments. But the SM scene is so turbulent and frothy that many others have poured good
money after bad in their attempts to engage customers. The leaders typically employ the same tried-and-true
business principles—refined through traditional marketing, service and operations—applied in new ways. While
they often experiment and sometimes fail, they don’t allow themselves to fall into the trap of thinking that
somehow “everything has changed” in this new world. As part of a broader customer engagement strategy, SM
can be an effective and cost-efficient marketing, sales, service, insight and retention tool.
SM shouldn’t be viewed as a mere channel for marketing or public relations or as simply an effective customer
service tool. While many companies started out using SM to get the word out about products, the most successful
have significantly expanded their efforts to engage their customers at every step of what we call the “customer
corridor,” touch points that start when a potential customer first learns of a product and extend through the
moment they opt to make repeat purchases.
Several companies have registered real bottom-line results from their SM efforts (Figure 6). Most impressive,
however, are the companies such as Ford, eBay, and Nike that have stepped back and deployed holistic SM
strategies aimed at unlocking value at each stage of the customer corridor.
Ang (2011) reported that the principal objective of the CRM is to manage customer relationships so as to
maximize their life-time value for the organization. This means, applying the right strategic, analytical and
operational tools so that the management of customer relationships is easier and in some cases fully automated.
This includes having a 360 ° view of all customers, managing the customer lifecycle, developing customer
portfolios, migrating customers from one segment to another, managing the customer experience across segments,
developing and communicating offers to the right segment at the right time to particularly enhance customer
loyalty.
Organizations are increasingly using online communities to interact with customers, but marketers identify a
number of key obstacles standing in the way of community effectiveness. Moran and Gossieaux (2010) analysis
of the results of the Tribalization of Business suggest that marketers should understand key human characteristics
as thoroughly as the Web 2.0 and SM tools they employ when interacting with customers through online
communities and that by keeping these human attributes in mind, marketers may foster more successful
community deployments and customer loyalty.
Social networking, moreover, has become a global movement. Managing a social networking profile particularly
when the focus is adjusted to concentrate on larger markets—specifically, the United States; Brazil, Russia, India,
and China (the BRIC countries); and the European Union “Big 5”(France, Germany, Italy, Spain, and the United
Kingdom) a distinctive pattern emerges. So, why people join brand communities? Nine motivational factors were
identified by Hutton and Fosdick (2011) —among them “To support a cause I like” and “To feel part of a likeminded community.” To determine regional drivers they cross-indexed those factors (Figure 7) with five broadbased global markets: Latin America; Middle East and Africa; Asia and Oceania; North America; and Europe.
When turning to the analytics used to measure community success, however, relatively blunt instruments—
"number of 'active' users"; "how often people post/comment"; "number of visitors"; "number of registered users";
"time on site"; and "page views"—are among the top analytics (Figure 4). Moran and Gossieaux, (2010) reported
that since the majority of community members typically do not post or comment, the managers could develop
better analytics (Figure 8) for determining whether the goals are being achieved.
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As an example of how micro-blogging drives media meshing, Twitter regularly offers near real-time global
rankings of “tweets” on its service. During the 2011 Super Bowl, heavy tweeting—or micro-blogging—began
soon after the first commercial break. The global Twitter Top 10 Tweet rankings (Figure 9) featured UGC in
support of such advertised brands as Carmax and Stella Artois and for commercials that supported a number of
feature films, including “Fast 5,” “Cowboys & Aliens,” and “Limitless”.
Ang (2011) reported that organizations can take advantage of these predispositions by using marketing research
and public relations, nurturing opinion leaders or advocates, placing and creating advertisements, developing new
products, lowering the cost-to serve, building brand loyalty and sales, and amplifying buzz and visibility for the
organization. SM holds enormous potential for companies to get closer to customers and, by doing so, facilitate
increased revenue, cost reduction and efficiencies. However, using SM as a channel for customer engagement
raises interesting challenges for traditional CRM approaches. CRM strategy, enabled by processes and
technologies, is designed to manage customer relationships as a means for extracting the greatest value from
customers over the lifetime of the relationship. These strategies typically concentrate on the operational responses
required to manage the customer. With SM, though, companies are no longer in control of the relationship. Baird
and Parasnis (2011) reported that customers and their highly influential virtual networks instead are now driving
the conversation, which can trump a company’s marketing, sales and service efforts with their unprecedented
immediacy and reach.
Valentini et al (2011) reported that the growing number of sales channels through which customers can make
purchases has made it imperative for managers to understand how customers decide which channels to use.
However, this presents a significant challenge because there is reason to believe the channel decision process
evolves over the lifetime of the customer.
Dell’s current SM efforts grew out of thecompany’s customer-centric and direct selling model, founder Michael
Dell’s foresight of the power of online social engagement, and some infamous prodding on technology blogs.
Brought to life as a way to respond to customer service issues, Dell’s SM efforts expanded in multiple directions,
helping the company increase revenues and retain loyal customers. To boost sales, the company’s Dell Outlet site
offers flash promotions through Twitter. The computer maker uses feedback generated on SM to improve its
products and customer service: Direct2Dell facilitates active dialogue between customers and company leaders,
while its IdeaStorm.com enables crowd-sourced ideas and gives customers the opportunity to collaborate and
prioritize product and service improvements. Finally, the company relies on SM to activate promoters and acquire
new customers: @Dell interacts with potential customers—and also facilitates promoter interaction with potential
customers. End-to-end, SM is a key tool in Dell’s customer engagement strategy.
Winning companies have learned that, while an effective SM strategy can reap big rewards, it also isn’t something
that happens easily. It is obvious to many companies now that you can’t just put up a Facebook page and start
broadcasting content. You can’t take for granted that fans will just stick around and allow their walls to be filled
with marketing and promotions.
Research conducted by Barry et al (2011) identified ten segments of social consumers (Figure 10). Members of
these segments frequent different SM platforms and prefer different types of content and engagement models.
Companies such as Disney, Wal-Mart and Mattel, who target “moms,” will find they are disproportionately
“Social Butterflies” and “Social Gamers.” A key demographic on Facebook, “moms” as a group spend significant
amounts of time playing social games. Companies such as Nestlé have found ways to embed their brands into the
games that moms play online. The company allows users to grow ingredients of its Stouffer’s brand prepared
meals within the FarmVille game. It engages with key customers in the right platform, and with the content those
customers find compelling. Alternatively, companies looking to capture the online attention of the “Young and
Mobile” will reach them through micro-blogs and location-based games, making the most of the platforms that
are popular with his segment. As the SM ecosystem continues to evolve, it will likely further fragment, making
consumer segmentation—and tailored SM approaches—even more important for success. In addition to tailoring
efforts to key customers, companies need engagement plans that explicitly target their promoters and detractors,
as well as key influencers. Promoters are a company’s natural fans, though our research shows that a company’s
Facebook fans and Twitter followers are actually a mix of promoters, passives and detractors.
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Many companies today have social efforts siloed across functions. Leaders align their organizations to more
effectively coordinate and communicate. Companies must make it a priority to increase the number of their
promoters and shrink the number of their detractors, discovering and investing behind the actions that improve the
company’s NPS in ways that are financially sound and that will result in profitable, sustainable, organic growth.
Once a company has linked its approach to business strategy and targeted its key customers, it needs to put in
place an organization to follow through—an organization that’s designed to enable coordination and share best
practices. Winning companies mobilize cross-functional teams spanning marketing, sales, public relations,
corporate strategy, customer service, product development, IT, HR and legal.

5.0 Conclusions
5.1. Key Results
The rise of the SM has led to a fundamental shift in the way businesses of all sizes engage with their customers.
Lea (2012) reported that the firms rather than focusing on "touch points" during the marketing and sales process
are using social technologies to form meaningful, ongoing relationships that involve frequent online interactions,
often times through social channels.
The central questions of this study are as follows (1) how companies can leverage SM to strengthen customer care
(2) how SM channels enhances customer loyalty (3) what are the managerial and profit implications of these
findings for managers and researchers.
The most important conceptual contribution of this work is that the customers who engage with companies over
SM are more loyal and they spend more with those companies than other customers.
Generally, companies should think about measuring performance and tracking results in three key ways:
• Engagement metrics. Companies find it valuable to track the percentage of customers “engaged”—looking at
such basic measures as site traffic, fans and followers. Additional engagement metrics include buzz and share of
voice. While most companies rely on third party analytics firms to capture these metrics, leaders such as Dell and
Gatorade have invested in their own SM listening command centers. Within these centers, employees complement
SM monitoring software with a dashboard of key metrics such as brand discussions, customer interactions and
media campaign performance. These dashboards emphasize the role of listening as an organizational priority, and
better enable companies to spot important trends quickly.
• Customer metrics. SM leaders invest in the tools necessary to track shifts in loyalty and NPS. They also invest in
the manual “cleaning” of listening and analytic tool output to capture shifts in sentiment. Social analytics
providers are still developing their machine-based algorithms to better capture sentiment trends, which are
difficult to obtain with natural language translation (see sidebar: “A caution on sentiment analytics”).
These firms—along with the broader set of social engagement, Social management and social intelligence support
tool providers—will continue to invest to improve their tools. A further consolidation in this space is expected as
the market continues to evolve and mature.
• Financial impact. Leaders aggressively capture personal identifiers to link SM profiles and associated behavior
to customer records databases. Contests and promotions that requires registration of email addresses and Twitter
“handles” help bridge social identities. Once the connection is made, companies can more easily track leads,
conversion and ROI on social campaigns. In addition to measuring the success of social media efforts, those
companies that truly extract value from SM “close the loop.” They take the torrents of consumer insights captured
via social engagement and relay them back to the product and customer service teams. It is this closed loop that
allows Companies to strengthen the underlying business value proposition. Ultimately, that is how SM delivers
long-term, sustainable value.
Baird and Parasnis (2011) reported that the role of the business in the age of SM as highlighted by the IBM
Institute for Business Value Survey is to facilitate collaborative experiences and dialogue that customer’s value.
The survey also indicated that the consumers are far more interested in obtaining tangible value, suggesting
businesses may be confusing their own desire for customer intimacy with consumers’ motivations for engaging.
Furthermore the survey also emphasized that consumers have strong opinions about their SM interactions and,
despite their embrace of SM, their willingness to engage with companies should not be assumed or taken for
granted as:
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• Consumers all over the world, across all generations, are swarming to SM, but most interact only
occasionally. Despite the astounding escalation of SM adoption, only a very small percentage of consumers
engage regularly by responding to posts and authoring content.
• It’s about friends and family – not brands. More than half of consumers don’t even consider engaging with
businesses via social sites. For them, SM and social networking is about personal connections with friends
and family.
• What consumers really want. There are significant gaps between what businesses think consumers care
about and what consumers say they want from their SM interactions with companies. In exchange for their
time, endorsement and personal data, consumers expect something tangible.
• The advocacy paradox. Most businesses believe SM will increase advocacy, but only 38 percent of
consumers agree, and more than 60 percent believe passion for a business or brand is a prerequisite for SM
engagement. Companies need to find creative ways to tap the power of the trusted social community.
5.2. Implications
Valentini et al (2011) reported that an important managerial implication is that mature customers will be less
amenable to marketing efforts aimed at getting them to try new SM channels. Companies should therefore focus
on improving customer care and incorporate appropriate SM channel design to ensure mature customers continue
to maintain loyalty with the service experience of the channel(s) they have chosen to use. Barnes (2009) reported
that these most savvy and sought after consumers are using SM to research companies. They will not support
companies with poor customer care reputations and loyalty programs, and will talk about all of this openly with
others via multiple online vehicles.
This study has important ramifications for managers. It is interesting to note that despite the strong feelings about
researching products and brands and customer care, many respondents reported sharing positive as well as
negative customer care experiences online. Several respondents commented that they recognize excellence by
posting their good customer care experiences online. When asked which types of companies that have done the
best job in using SM to respond to customer care issues, Dell and Amazon were cited more often than any other
company. Goldman (2011) reported that in terms of industry segments, technology retail and travel companies
were reported as doing the best job while utilities, health care and insurance were least likely to receive positive
endorsements. The knowledge gained on customer behavior, attitudes and mood will help drive benefits
throughout the value chain, impacting on suppliers (for example, forecasting demand) and intermediaries (for
example, shaping in-store promotions). However, pioneers in large companies must overcome three hurdles: (a)
organizational readiness, (b) over-hype and over expectation and(c) project management failings.
Moran and Gossieaux (2010) reported that the tribalization research indicates that creating successful online
communities need not be fraught with the uncertainty or likelihood of failure some executives ' may fear. By
examining the responses of the more than 500 companies that have participated in Tribalization, marketers can
begin to understand those steps companies can take to forge successful online communities, enjoy deeper
understanding of the customer, and foster greater trust between the organization and the tribes that matter. The
Tribalization of Business Study provides some guidance on what elements of successful communities may
include, but marketers should also understand hyper-sociality to effectively market to their tribes of today and
tomorrow for greater customer loyalty.
5.3. Recommendations and Next Steps
This study suggests that there is a need to carefully consider how firms can create a SM experience that is unique
to their brand, offers customer value and exploits the power of the social communities. Baird and Parasnis (2011)
emphasized that companies should consider the following to lay the foundation for a successful SM program that
will help them reinvent their customer relationships:
• Firms must recognize SM is a game changer. For many companies, SM will become the gateway, if not the
primary, communications channel to connect with customers. As companies design their SM programs, they
need to think of their customers holistically and consider their SM interactions in the context of other
customer touch points with the company.
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• Firms must be clear on the differences between SM and other channels. Social CRM is about enabling
engagement with the customer for the mutual benefit of the customer and the business. The traditional model
of managing the customer relationship needs to adapt to the reality that the customer is now in control.
• Firms must need to make sure that the customer experience becomes seamless – across SM and other
channels. If the firms know of its customer in one channel, it needs to know him or her in other channels as
well. This means the social solution should not be devised as an isolated standalone program, but needs to be
thoughtfully integrated with other customer-facing initiatives for improved customer care.
• Firms need to start thinking like a customer. Instead of asking why company should engage in SM, firms
need to ask why a customer would choose to interact with a firm in a social platform. Firms are to recast
social interaction strategies to focus on giving customers the value they seek and the customer intimacy will
come.
• Firms are encouraged to explore what customers value most. Dialogue and participation is what SM is all
about. Devising creative ways to capture the customer insights and getting customers invested in the
outcome will help build the advocacy and brand affinity.
• Firm must develop social commerce campaigns that target a specific customer need with time-sensitive
offers or discounts that motivate customers to act will enhance customer loyalty.
SM is one area in which everybody is earning in real time. Just as companies need to
continuously experiment to determine what works for them and their customers, they also need to negotiate an
increasingly crowded playing field, with newcomers always joining the game. The companies that succeed will be
those that are flexible and adaptable. They’ll be able to quickly try new approaches and just as quickly adjust—or
abandon them. They’ll listen to social consumers and relay their findings back to product and service teams to
strengthen the company’s underlying value proposition.
SM still is in the early days and the gap between SM leaders and other firms as reported by Barry et al (2011) is
likely to continue to grow. Consumer behavior will continue to evolve. New applications and social platforms will
proliferate and enable even greater personalization and real-time, location-based engagement. Today’s SM
winners won’t necessarily be tomorrow’s. But amid the continuous disruption of a rapidly evolving game,
companies that link SM to business objectives, target and tailor their engagement to key customers, build a
coordinated organization, track results and close the loop, and stay flexible will significantly increase their odds
of capturing real value from SM.
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Figure 1: The benefits of SCRM.

Source: The Customer Framework 2011 - Social CRM as a Business Strategy (Woodcock et al, 2011)
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Figure 2: A schematic diagram showing the target difference between CRM and CoRM.

Source: Community Relationships Management and SM (Ang, 2011).
Figure 3: Companies tend to use social networking sites more than other type of social sites

Source: From SM to Social Customer Relationship Management (Baird and Parasnis, 2011)
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Figure 4: Engaged customers spend more - SM Consumer Survey

Source: Putting SM to Work (Barry et al, 2011)
Figure 5: Using SM to Learn About Customer Care

Source: Exploring the Link Between Customer Care and Brand Reputation in the Age of SM ( Barnes,
2009).
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Figure 6: Companies using SM to serve the needs of customers can achieve real returns at every touch
point.

Sources: Industry publications and websites; Bain analysis (Barry et al, 2011)
Figure 7: Consumer Reasons Cited for Joining Online Brand Communities

Source: The Globalization of SM (Hutton and Fosdick, 2011)
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Figure 8: Analytics Used

Source: Marketing in a Hyper-Social
Social Word (Moran and Gossieaux, 2010)
Figure 9: During the 2011 Super Bowl, Heavy Advertisement Tweeting Began Soon after the First
Commercial Pod
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Source: The Globalization of SM (Hutton and Fosdick, 2011).
Figure 10: Who’s online? Design the social strategy with target consumers in mind

Source: SM Consumer Survey (Barry et al, 2011)
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